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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------We never give-up, never surrender, and we must go home, it is our destiny. We are proud Iranian, we will defeat
our enemy and will prevail our enemy as our parents did, and

we shall do it.
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Evaluating One Year Performance of Sarbazan and Janbakhtegan Organization-2008
Reflecting on one year performance of Sarbazan and Janbakhtegan Organization-2008, and recalling it very well
how Madam Shirin Neshat has been working on a sensitive project to galvanize wo/men in uniform with civilian
individuals to topple the regime in Iran without assistance of outsider. In this formula of removing this brute
regime in Iran, it requires dedication, loyalty and commitment for emancipation of Iran, and in absent of one of
above principle, it would be difficult to remove the regime in Iran.
Eventually, all pieces whether small or big came together and was decided to launched this project on December
11th, 2008 which is equivalent to Month of Azar 21st, which has historical significant. On Azar 21st, 1946
Iranian-Azeri revolted against Russian puppet rulers of Province of Azerbaijan, and chased Russian puppet rulers
out of Iran, and liberated Iran from hands of Russia. The above historical fact needs to become a reminder to
Iranian as one of many prime example that in past Iranian determined their own future, and today is not any
different than past and Iranian needs to focus on their future, and emancipate Iran from hands of brute mullah in
Iran which has occupied Iran since 1979/2538.
Madam Shirin Neshat has taken many more initiations to improve quality of life of Iranian in exile, and to reflect
light on their current social and economic condition. Just to name one would be survey project which is intended
to reflect light on surviving victims of Marxist-Islamist Utopia of 1979/2538 as members of Imperial Iranian
Armed Forces were executed by Marxist-Islamist factions without due process.
Today, the surviving families are living in terrible economic conditions, and some of them even hardly can pay
their basic necessity of life. Also, it needs to bring to attention of readers that some of these individuals are in
their old ages, and require medical attention, and not having medical plan has made their life very difficult to
manage. Particularly, these individuals left Iran empty hand, and today they have nothing, whatever they saved
for their old age was confiscated by Marxist-Islamist factions.
The above grim reality needs to be mention to everyone in order to empower voice of victim which has been
silent for too long, and now it is time to hear their voice, and voice of just justice.
Madam Shirin Neshat has prepared many more project for this up-coming year, and it will be a very exciting
year for all of us.
United Front of Military and Iranian People Proclamation
Subject: Summoning Military and Iranian People to form a United Front.
In the name of our dear Iran which has been occupied for past 30 years by those individuals who have been
promoting superstitions, in the name of Iran's flag of lion and sun, in the name of those who contributed to
golden page of Iran's history like Fereydoun, Kaveh, Arash, Cyrus, Nader, Babak, Satar Khan and Bagher Khan,
Reza Shah the Great, Light of Aryan Mohammad Reza Shah, Hakim Abul-Qasim Firdawsi Tusi, who rescued
ancient Iranian culture and language of ours with his renown book King of Kings which is root of nationalism,
Saadi, Hafiz, Khayyam, and all other famous individuals who brought glory to name of Iran, and contributed to
ancient Aryan history of 6000 years old of Iran, in the name of those who sacrificed their life for Iran, and
saluting to all brave, honorable and nationalist soldiers whose blood was shed by the cleric regime's firing squad
for Iran.
In the name of all those who have been imprisoned in the cleric regime's dungeon for past 30 years for freedom
of Iran, and gave their life for Iran, and never surrendered to the brutal regime of the mullah in Iran.
With all due respect, it is declaring at this time the United Front of Military and Iranian People is following
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below governing body:
1. Safeguarding nationalist uprising of Iranian people against tyrannical regime in Iran which has been
promoting superstitions.
2. Coordinating military with ethnic groups in Iran to safeguard them during nationalist uprising for
freedom of Iran.
3. Coordinating law enforcers with nationalist uprising to topple the regime while preserving principle of
law and order and ensuring safety and security after removal of the regime.
4. Ratify Universal Declaration of Human Rights on subject matter of preserving Iran's national integrity
within principle of Iran's ancient culture.
5. Persian language would become as an official language throughout Iran as fashion to have effective
communication throughout Iran.
6. Rejecting political system of federalism which would lead to a self-independence of each region in Iran.
7. Rejecting any form of terrorism firmly.
8. United Front of Military and Iranian People is expecting from all organizations and well respected
individuals to work closely with the United Front of Military and Iranian People and with assistance of
Ahura Mazda this tyrannical establishment in Iran would collapse as we would celebrate our victory in
our cities, in mountains like Alborz, Alvand and Dela Houvestoon.
Long Live and Free Iran, and galvanizing solid solidarity union between military and Iranian people.
Mullah as a Legitimizer to Abuse Ladies in Iran
Mullah is an authority figure in Iran, and it is obvious from their religious title of Ayatollah which means sign of
God. This particular minority segment of the society has become ruler of the society by creating state of fear,
fraud and force in Iran with intention of suppressing other members of the society and creating a submissive and
obedient society. The cleric is able to bully other members of the society in Iran, and pursue them to follow their
wills, when time is convenient for the cleric because the cleric is controlling every fabric of the society with their
Revolutionary Guard and Besij.
Sometimes ago, Ayatollah/Sign of God Mohammad Taknodi held a service at Al-Nabi Ghazvin mosque, as he
began to preach about Prophet Moses that how Moses sized and slaughtered the enemy and began to
incorporated the above story into the 1979 fiasco that how Marxist-Islamist factions took over Ne-avaran Palace
in Iran. As Marxist-Islamist factions began to capture wives of Imperial Iranian Armed Forces. This cleric began
to elaborate how wives were divided among Marxist-Islamist factions, but nothing happened to the wives.
This cleric in a regrettable tone began to say the Revolutionary Guard and the Besij had RIGHT to touch the
wives, and the cleric too had RIGHT to touch the wives , but they did not.
This deceptive cleric justified touching a lady by using Prophet Moses incident and incorporating into current
affairs of Iran. Quite frankly, this cleric gave an ordain to the Revolutionary Guard, as well as, the Besij to touch
ladies when they were in custody of the Guardian of the Regime.
The above incident was one more clear example how the religious figure in Iran is using religious event in their
own benefit, and allowing the Guardian of the Regime to committee crimes against humanity in order to create a
fearful society. Let's not forget all those sorry stories of the Guardian of the Regime would say that they were not
the one who committee inhuman act, but they were brought from Lebanon to Iran to do such cruel act. Now, it is
clear that the culprit is right from Iran and their source of information is the mullah of their neighborhood.
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Correspondent From Iraq
Current situation of Iraq after Saddam's Regime Fall:
Nobody here in Iraq was believe that Saddam would be removed from Iraq, all Iraqis were believe that Saddam
and his sons after him will keep rule Iraq forever because tyranny and oppression, Saddam applied to Iraqi
people, made all Iraqis think that Saddam is permanent legend can't be removed. That Saddam tyranny and
oppressing didn't exclude delineated faction or class of Iraqi people, but it included all Iraqis either Sunnis,
Shiites or Kurds people, but greatest portion to this oppressing has included Shiite and Kurds because they were
most hated Saddam and his regime than Sunnis who Saddam shares them with the religious belief and Arabic
national thoughts for this reason, Saddam was apply to tribal racism on his people where he was prefer Sunni
tribes than Shiite and Kurds tribes that's why Saddam was give preference for Sunni tribes sons in getting high
jobs and positions in government, army and Iraqi companies.
There is no Iraqi family didn't catch Saddam harm or oppressing even his close family members. He has killed
his two cousins who also were his two sons in law because they tried to overthrow his regime. Saddam was strict
and brutal in treatment his citizens who try to disagree his opinions or thoughts. Saddam tyranny has left large
psychological and social effects on public of Iraqi people especially Shiites and Kurds even that most Iraqis
reached to hard state of misery and suffering they made prefer any state to come to rescue them from Saddam's
regime than the bad state they were suffer under that regime regardless of intentions of that state because the
oppression Iraqis met by Saddam's regime they didn't find a match like it before during their long history. So
don't surprise when you saw Iraqi people receive American troops with flowers and clapping at first when they
got in Iraq in April 2003 as if that these troops are their country's troops or so. Those were feelings of most Iraqis
during liberation of Iraq from Saddam back in 2003.
As a normal result, that Shiite and Kurds were more receptive to getting in American forces to their cities and
villages than Sunni people where more Sunni were reject at first these forces to get in or patrol their cities and
villages that's why these forces were meet more attacks and resistance in Sunni areas than in Shiite areas where
more Shiite areas were welcome these forces during they are performed patrols within those areas for this
reason, some Saddam's loyalists residing aboard in some neighboring countries and other anti-Americans
terrorist groups in Iraq used that difference between both two situations of Sunni and Shiite regarding existence
that forces in Iraq to foment sectarian sedition between Sunni and Shiite which caused in kill thousands of
innocents Iraqis of both sides only for sectarian identity and not for any fault or reason else.
The current security situation throughout Iraq begun improve noticeably during 2008 in comparing with the four
past years that followed liberation of Iraq by US-led coalition back in 2003 due to recent military operations
American Forces in conjunction with new Iraqi Forces performed leading to destroy and kill a lot of members of
Al-Quada terrorist organization and loyalists of former regime, but other terrorist armed groups associated with
Iran, still occasionally perform their terrorist activities against innocent Iraqis and American Forces in support
and conduct from revolutionary guards or Iranian intelligence in spite of attacks and raids members of these
terrorist groups face from American Forces occasionally.
Bloodless Revolution for Iran
There is no doubt that the regime in Iran must go because it does not have will and consent of Iranian to govern,
which makes the state in Iran as an illegitimate state Obviously, the regime in Iran is not planning to hand over
Iran to Iranian, and has been using coercive method to suppress Iranian since 1979/2538. Henceforth, this
theocratic regime in Iran would escalate its brutal nature in order to create a state of fear to suppress any kind of
opposition against the regime.
As the regime begins to slaughter more innocent people, it would infuriate people to defend their love one
against terminally ill and illegitimate state in Iran, as people would not give-up in pursue of street justice, and
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would seize every opportune moment to corner one person who is associated to the system, and eventually
people would revolt against establishment at a large scale which is beyond anyone's imagination. During this
upheaval time, high ranking Revolutionary Guards, Besij and Mullahs would want to flee Iran and to settle in
nations that they invested stolen money from Iranian.
There is no doubt that some of them will be able to flee Iran and would reside in US, Canada, European nations,
and even Dubai to cash their prizes, and there is no doubt that some of them would not be able to flee Iran
because people would apprehend them, and would be seeking a swift justice. Also, there are individuals that they
would flee Iran, and would be thinking for themselves that they got away with perfect crime, now it is time to be
more cautious and concern because victims will be seeking street justice and would hunt them down at every
corner of the world, and would shed their blood on spot.
Despite what Iranian people have been enduring since 1979, Iranian must not shed one drop of blood in order to
protect their assets in foreign nations. Obviously, these foreign banks, and nations that they gave permission to
them to invest their stolen money from Iranian in their countries, they were predicting such a day would come as
people would revolt against their iron fist rulers and would kill them. Obviously, deceased assets in foreign
nations would be transfer to the states, and banks would not report such assets to anyone, and the assets would
become property of banks. Thus, it would be prudential not to kill anyone in order to protect assets of Iranian in
foreign nations. Most importantly, Iranian need to handover accused individuals to the United Nations so that
the United Nations try them before their own legal remedy, and the United Nations decides for fate of these
entities, so in future Iranian would not be blame for violation of human rights. After all, the United Nations is
very sensitives toward rights of dictators, and let the United Nations to do whatever it would like to do with the
accused person, as long as, the bad guys are out of Iran, and Iran would become a free nation.

Payandeh Iran/Long Live Iran
Copyright © 2009 United Front of Military and Iranian People
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